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The base currency, "Bounty Coins," are mainly utilized in "Special Training," a menu in which players can farm character fragments in order to rank them up. Bandai Namco Entertainment Bandai Namco Entertainment March 2018 (JP and USA - initial release); January 2019 (JP and USA - rerelease) One Piece Bounty Rush is a smartphone game
released in March 2018 in Japan and the United States. Due to their rarity however, unseal guns prove to be a safe choice. This is one of the most important skills on both builds because, besides its strong effect in PvP, this is the bread and butter skill during mazes, or bossing in particular. As sharpshooters, they can use Guns in order to deal higher
damage, have access to seals but attack more slowly, or bow to attack faster, at a higher range and make use of the skills learned as Hunter. They are useful in every aspect, from bossing to PvP. For the 1st Anniversary, a special "Cola Shop" was opened. In addition to "League Battle," the main ranked mode which focuses on teams capturing
treasure, there is the occasional "Challenge Battle," which follows the same format as League Battle, but requires players to utilize certain characters in order to boost their score, and ranks separately. In August 2019, "Boss Battle" was introduced, which pits 4 players against a single, AI-controlled enemy character, with players utilizing bombs, or a
single treasure field to facilitate victory. Leagues, which range from D- to SS, reward players for ranking as high as possible. It disables the use of skills and lowers the target's attack. Constitution (Con) - Con is useful on any class, but sharpshooters have the lowest con scaling in the game. The wreck of a treasure fleet creates new opportunities.2.
The Pirate Republic42mTensions rise between Benjamin Hornigold and Henry Jennings. Full damage sharpshooter focuses on stats which increase its overall damage, and serves as a primary damage dealer in bossing, leveling, farming and so on, while tank sharpshooter plays as a support during bossing or PvP. Otherwise, this stat should be left for
tank sharpshooters to pump up. Unseals equipment for sharpshooters is very bad, due to not giving enough essential stats. They tend to slowly fall off in terms of leveling and, unlike most other classes, they tend to not get a huge boost with chest equipment. The following year, on January 28, 2019, the Global version was re-released to a revamped UI
and a wide variety of changes to gameplay mechanics and scenery. Things don't change much when they promote into Sharpshooters, but the skill Cripple can help against mobs with high dodge or if they have a class with low hit rate in their party. They have access to Chaos stones and better weapons, not to mention more skill points. This means
that it is not until higher amounts of con are reached that sharpshooters will really feel it having a huge effect on their HP or defense. They have to rely on equipment which increases movement speed, physical resist and HP. Skills: The following link provides a lot of information as well as skill previews for all sharpshooter skills. Pirate raids on British
slavers provoke outrage.4. The Empire Strikes Back42mEnglish authorities tap Woodes Rogers to put a stop to pirate attacks. The road is tough, but it is worth it in the end. "Battle Points," a secondary currency earned from "League Battle," is used in the Exchange to purchase character fragments and general character enhancement material. It is a
crucial stat for a damage-oriented sharpshooters, with a healthy mix of agility on top of it to prevent clunky attacks. Dark Swamp - In Dark swamp on the other hand, Sharpshooters are very strong. Sharpshooters specialize in dealing a lot of damage from a longer distance than most physical damage classes, with a couple of very unique and useful
skills to promote the long range "hit and run" play style. Black Sam Bellamy suffers a cruel fate at the height of his success.5. Deal or No Deal44mRogers' campaign begins with the offer of a pardon, which Hornigold and Jennings accept. But not all Nassau pirates agree. Accuracy (Acc) - This is the primary stat for sharpshooters, as it increases their
attack and hit rate. Mid game: This is a relatively difficult phase for sharpshooters. Missions also grant similar rewards for completing tasks in and out of battle. Characters come with the ability to dodge, attack, and use up to two individual, unique skills. Agility (Agi) - Unlike other classes which utilize agi, on Sharpshooters it only has one purpose,
and that's increasing its damage output. Pros/Cons: Pros: Only ranged physical class in the game Most useful class to boss with Highest movement speed class Multi-purpose class, variety of builds to choose from Cons: Least durable class in the game, frail Difficult time leveling later on than other classes Limited choice of equipment Very bad skill
tree until higher levels Stats: Sharpshooters have a variety of stat builds, but the two most common ones are full damage or full tank. On damage sharpshooter, this stat can be mixed in only with superb gear and levels. Their rivalry takes a new direction when Hornigold declares Nassau a pirate republic.3. The Price of Loyalty44mHornigold's crew
deposes him for his refusal to attack English ships, but Edward Thatch remains loyal. As for weapons, the unseal guns are very good, however alternative weapons would include Guns with high stats and no attack speed reduction. Firegun Mastery - Strong passive skill which increases sharpshooter's damage. Thatch adopts a new image.6. Dead or
Alive44mNassau comes under the control of Rogers, and the era of the pirate kingdom comes to a bloody close. If this is the case, you will not be able to use this service. Usually accuracy provides higher damage and boosts, but a small dose of agi helps them attack more consistently and make the class less clunky. Enfeeble - The second seal which
Sharpshooters can use. They're outclassed by Seal masters in bossing, by crusaders in farming and PvP and they are also very frail due to no good equipment being available at their level. Some also have individual traits relative to their respective strengths and weaknesses (e.g. Logia's take less damage) as well as those relative to the show canon
(Usopp is invulnerable to Perona's negativity, Luffy ignores Shock and Boa's Devil Fruit ability, etc.). Players acquire characters through the use of "Rainbow Diamonds," the game's form of premium currency. In this guide however, a few noteworthy ones will be mentioned. Occasionally, "Gold Ingots" are obtained through League Battle to be
exchanged in a special event shop. Gameplay One Piece Bounty Rush is a gacha 4 vs 4 real time game where players must capture and control a minimum of three of five treasure fields spread across the map. Each match lasts 3 minutes, but can end sooner than if a team captures all five treasures and manages to hold them for a total of 15 seconds.
Characters are ranked from 2* to 4*, with 2* characters often being weaker than 4* characters. Lv70 Boss stones are quite bad, with the exception of the claw, which increases attack speed and should be the end-game goal, at least for damage sharpshooter. They can often tackle monsters fairly above their current level and earn a lot of experience.
Equipment: Sharpshooters have a very limited number of equipment which they can use. "Hammers," earned from missions, are used to upgrade medals, crafted once a player gains enough through the discourse of battle. Rewards are dependant on how many treasures a team caught (i.e. 3-2 = 3 treasures, 5-0 = 5 treasures, 1-4 = 1 treasure.) Players
generally receive in-game currency, character fragments, and occasionally, event items. This means that Chaos Stones are a very good choice, with the exception of the gloves; whereas Black Dragon equipment should be the end-game goal for any sharpshooter. If they go to mazes at this level, they will require help getting around and their damage
will probably not be enough to be as useful as other classes may be. Equipment from Chests provides few stats, and can easily be replaced by equipment with high base Acc. Please make sure that JavaScript is enabled in your browser's settings. General Information: Sharpshooter is the advancement class for Hunter, either Lance or Phyllis.
Sharpshooters in low level mazes: Forsaken City - In Forsaken City, Sharpshooters are a decent class at best. It was taken offline in early April due to long-term maintenance issues and general dissatisfaction. Characters Playable Characters Boss Characters Medal Characters Stages External links Official Japanese Website Facebook Page Twitter
Page JavaScript may not be enabled on your browser. Scaling: Early game: Early on, Hunter and Sharpshooters are very good at leveling due to their long range and naturally high hit rate. Late game: This is where Sharpshooters get a confidence boost. It should be a priority to level up on damage sharpshooters, alongside seals. 1. Hoist the Black
Flag43mThe War of the Spanish Succession ends, leaving thousands of Caribbean privateers unemployed. Once they reach high levels, get a lot of equipment and gems, they are no longer as frail and can still do the most DPS from a distance. Worth leveling up on either build. It is the only skill which decreases dodge and applies a heavy slow on top
of it. Cripple - The first seal which Sharpshooters have access to. On tank sharpshooter, it is almost entirely a waste to add points into. Currently, players ranking in SS receive 50 4* fragments (used to rank up 4* characters), 50 3* fragments, 18 Special Skill Orbs, 20 Rainbow Diamonds, and a medal consisting of ATK+ 160, DEF+ 130, or CRIT+
14%.
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